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Abstract: The aging of the population has increased the research efforts focused on eldercare. In this
area, nutrition is a topic of particular interest. A significant number of problems related with aging
have their origin in a deficient nutrition. Many elders suffer changes in their nutritional patterns and
these changes can cause serious deterioration of their physical condition. Therefore, to be able to
address nutritional problems in the elderly, their nutritional patterns must be recorded and analyzed
in an easy and efficient way. From a technological point of view, numerous works focus on monitoring
the food intake, not only of elders but also of the general population. However, these works usually
do not take into account the problems associated with an aging population. In this paper we present
a survey of existing technological solutions for monitoring food intake. The analyzed solution are
categorized based on their technological implementation and their adaptation to the needs of an
aging population.
Keywords: food monitoring intake; eldercare; iHealth; survey
1. Introduction
In the course of the coming years, the World will experience population aging, a trend that is
both pronounced and historically unprecedented. Over the past six decades, countries of the world
had experienced only a slight increase in the share of people aged 65 years and older, from 8% to 10%.
However, in the next four decades, this group is expected to rise to 22% of the total population, a jump
from 800 million to 2 billion people [1].
Aging itself is not a problem, at least not directly. However, problems such as cognitive
impairment, mobility problems, hormonal problems or nutritional disorders compounds the negative
effects of aging. Particularly, a significant number of problems related to aging have their origin in a
deficient nutrition [2].
Additionally, the problems related with nutrition are not limited exclusively to elderly people. Ill
people, children, etc. also suffer from nutritional disorders. Due to this, important research efforts are
dedicated to various aspects related to feeding. Specifically, one of the most frequent aspects addressed
by researchers is the monitoring of the people food intake.
Food intake monitoring is intended to acquire information, such as the number of vitamins,
minerals, and other substances ingested by a person. This information is then used for the identification
of nutritional patterns that can help detect or address nutritional problems.
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With respect to food, one of the most disadvantaged groups in our society are the elderly people [2].
Some of the main problems of aging are those related with nutrition. Frequently, the elderly suffer
changes in their nutritional patterns that, in some cases, can cause significant damages to their physical
condition. For example, if the amount of ingested food decreases, it can generate important nutrient
losses. To the point that some elderly end up experimenting anorexia episodes. Those nutritional
problems influence the health of older people directly.
One of the fundamental elements to determine the health of the elderly population and to avoid
the aforementioned problems, is having precise information about their nutritional patterns and
ingested food. Different studies have shown that the nutrition information of the elderly population
is a valid parameter for predicting his quality of life[3–5]. A not convenient feeding can bring about
biggest problems in the functional and cognitive state, in addition to a higher rate of mortality [6].
Most of the works in the nutrition field, focus on the elderly population state of nutrition and their
relationship with different diseases like the obesity [7], the Alzheimer’s disease [8], the depression [9]
or the metabolic syndrome [10].
In that regard, diet monitoring is one of the most important aspects in preventative health care
that aims to reduce various elderly health risks. Manual recording has been the prevalent method
of diet monitoring. However, it is tedious and often end up with a low adherence rate. Due to this,
several techniques have been developed to help monitor food intake but they still suffer with accuracy
problems, efficiency, and user acceptance rate.
These technological proposals have additional difficulties when taking into account the
circumstances of the aging population. Particularly, when the monitored elders live in rural
environments, with low population density, and with few resources.
Continuous nutrition monitoring is essential to influence positively the nutrient content of
the food supply and meet the changing nutrition needs of the population. Nutrition scientists
in the food industry use nutrition monitoring data in a variety of ways that include developing
nutrition communications for consumers and health professionals, guiding product development and
reformulation, and applying research applications [11].
In order to understand and improve the feeding of the elderly, monitoring what they eat is
necessary. In this paper, a comparative study of current monitoring techniques is presented taking into
account the difficulties of their application to the elderly.
To describe the survey that was carried out, the rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents the motivation for monitoring the food intake in the aging population. Section 3 details
the different technological proposals analyzed. In Section 4 a discussion involving all the proposals
considered is provided. And finally, Section 5 presents the conclusion of this work.
2. Motivation
As pointed out earlier, monitoring the food intake in an aging population is important and one of
the best ways to get this monitoring is through technological solutions.
Works such as [12] already analyze different food monitoring technologies. These technologies are
rated and described taking several aspects into account, mainly overall impression, social acceptance,
and system outputs. In this work, technological solutions are analyzed from a different perspective.
Specifically, the adaptability of the proposed solutions to be used by elders living in rural areas is our
main focus. For example, monitoring the food intake in an aging population depends on the place (a
nursing home, a hospital, etc.), the intermediaries (e.g., a supermarket), the technology dependence
(e.g., continued accessibility to the Internet), etc.
All these particularities hinder the implementation of these systems in rural environments with
older population and with low population density. Places where there are no health centers, there are
no intermediaries, and even certain technology components cannot be used because of the lack of
infrastructure.
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This means that there is a set of issues which difficult the deployment of some technological
solutions. In this work, we are going to evaluate the existing solutions from this point of view.
In particular, the issues to review are as follows:
• Detect intake. The system, of course, must detect the food intake of the person and the moment
when he or she is eating.
• Detect food. Furthermore, the system must detect the food type and its quantity so it can evaluate
the nutrients intake of the elderly.
• Identify specific person. It is important that the system will be able to identify the person who is
eating at each moment.
• Low-cost. Also, it is important that the system implementation is not expensive, because in this
environments big investments usually can not be undertaken.
• Unsupervised. Also, the system must be usable without supervision, since the most independence
possible is sought and the elder should not need any assistance or supervision to use the system.
• Without intermediary. In addition, the system must run without intermediaries, since, in many
cases, the rural environments have not enough infrastructure to support the presence of
intermediaries.
• Portable. And finally, the system must be portable, so it can be deployed in the different places
where the elderly live.
Next, we will evaluate the existing technological proposals for food intake monitoring based on
the above mentioned features.
3. Food Intake Monitoring Techniques
In this paper we present a preliminary study over the existing technological proposals for food
intake monitoring. This study did not follow a systematic literature review approach, but it is based
on the review of relevant literature in the area.
According to the scientific literature presented along this document, we can divide the food intake
monitoring technology into the categories shown in Figure 1.
• Smartphone. This category includes Smartphone technologies, such as proposals based on devices
or specific sensors of the smartphone, proposals based on smartphone applications (Apps), etc.
• Computer Vision. Applications, techniques and/or algorithms that can obtain a high-level
understanding from digital images or videos.
• Wearables. Solutions based on electronic devices that can be worn on the body, either as an
accessory or as part of the material used in clothing.
• Smart Home. This category incorporates advanced automation systems to provide the persons
with sophisticated monitoring and control over the home’s functions.
• IoT. Approaches based on Internet of Things technology, such as devices with sensors inside and
connected to the Internet which send the data taken. When an IoT device has been designed to be
used at home we would regard it as Smart Home technology.
• Microcomputers. Technologies based on a small computer, especially used for writing documents
or small processing programs.
• Others. Solutions that can not be included in the preceding categories.
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Figure 1. Food intake monitoring technology classification.
There are works which could be classified into two or more categories, but we will classify them in
the category to which their core technology belongs. For example, if a work makes use of smartphone
and computer vision technologies, but its core technology is the smartphone App, then we classify this
proposal in the smartphone category.
The generalized aging of the population has made eldercare a growing subject of study. Numerous
works have analyzed different aspects of bringing technological advances to nutritional area.
3.1. Smartphone
From a Smartphone Apps perspective, the acceptance of mobile health (mHealth) technologies,
such as smartphone applications has experienced dramatic growth, with over 259,000 mHealth apps
available [13]. 58% smartphone have downloaded a health-related app [14], with fitness and nutrition
apps most frequently downloaded [15]. Smartphone Apps as presented in [16] help professionals and
private users in feed monitoring, but in all cases the information about the food products is updated
manually by the users or can be used to manually record food intake. These type of tools provide two
main advantages over existing traditional methods, they make records easier to keep and can perform
calculations automatically. However, such methods clearly do not make the data collection process
easier for the user nor do they help increase the accuracy of the food intake estimation.
Another Smartphone Apps such as [17–19] make use of computer vision techniques for identifying
food intake. But these types of solutions employ a client-server configuration. The user begins the
process by taking images of food plates using the camera of his smartphone, and then the images are
sent to the server for the analysis. The analysis process consists of two main parts: food identification
and volume estimation. The analysis results are then sent back to the smartphone for the user to review
and confirm.
But this type of solutions are usually not able to identify the person who carries out the food
intake and this type of solutions need always an intermediary.
3.2. Computer Vision
Continuing with the Computer Vision techniques, but without using smartphones, for example
the online system known as FoodLog [20] relies on the users to take images of their food plates using
a camera and then send the images to the system by email. FoodLog system uses image analysis
methods for food identification from which the nutrients can then be calculated. Although this system
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is not a dedicated mobile application but a web application. A dedicated mobile application would
offer several features that cannot be available in a web-based system. For example, with a dedicated
mobile application the user can take the images and know the results immediately. A further example
is PlateMate [21] that allows users to upload food photographs and receive nutrition estimates within
a few hours. The estimates consist of a list of foods in the photograph, with associated measurements
of serving size, calories, fat, carbohydrates, and protein for each food item. This system works in a
similar way to the previous projects, that is to say, the user sends the images directly to the server and
waits the response.
Along these line, another example, [22] that propose a augmented reality (AR)-based wearable
food-monitoring system to make food nutritional information available and visible in real-life scenarios,
such as at the supermarket. It combines reverse image search (RIS) and text mining to recognize the
food, and then it retrieves nutritional information from a remote database, which is located on an
external server. For user-friendliness, the information is overlaid on a live feed from a Google Glass
front-facing camera.
But as well as happened in the smartphone section, this type of solutions need an intermediary,
besides they are an expensive solution.
3.3. Wearable
From a Wearable perspective, technology that is being used more and more, in numerous facets of
the daily life. Several authors explored the use of chewing sounds captured through wearable devices
to detect and characterize food intake activity. Projects such as [23,24] present implementation of
acoustic earpad sensor device to capture air-conducted vibrations of food chewing. The spectral sound
analysis is performed and compares food classification performance to food texture clustering results
for different foods. Although there is clearly a problem, in the presence of loud foods, it is challenging
to discern food properties and therefore makes difficult to identify the food intake. In the same line,
there is progress on specialized algorithms [25,26] to detect and characterize the food intake activity
making use of the chewing sounds (without specifying any device). But, these algorithms process the
acoustic signal achieving acceptable results for single meal experiments in laboratory settings, where
the number of food types consumed was restricted.
Additionally, works like [27] (a wearable, mobile and wireless necklace featuring an embedded
piezoelectric sensor) or [28] (a wearable and wireless chest-belt) present a wireless and wearable food
intake monitoring system which identifies the food and drink intake by detecting a person’s swallowing
events. These systems are based on the key observation that a person’s otherwise continuous breathing
process is interrupted by a short apnea when she or he swallows as a part of solid or liquid intake
process using a wearable chest-belt. Although these systems are only capable of detecting the intake
and do not differentiate between the types of food that is consumed.
Other works, like [29–31]; use wearable sensors placed on the user’s hand in order to monitor
the food intake. In [29], the authors proposed an approach of eating activity detection by using the
accelerometer sensor data and video observation. But, this study only let identify if the user eats rice
or noodles. In [30], the authors proposed a similar system but making use of a specific wrist-worn
smart-watch. They produced positive results that may be of interest in the future. Furthermore,
in [31] the authors proposed a comparison between unsupervised and supervised approaches for the
recognition of nine daily gestures (including food intake) making use of a sensor on the wrist and
one on the index finger. However, this solution is does not detect the food types, does not identify
the user, etc.
In the case of [32] presents a wearable multi-sensor system for monitoring food intake.
The proposed device integrates three sensor modalities that wirelessly interface to a smartphone: a jaw
motion sensor, a hand gesture sensor, and an accelerometer. This system use a pattern recognition
method was developed for food intake recognition. The system is able to detect food intake but is not
able to detect the different foods.
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3.4. Smart Home
From a Smart Home perspective, exists projects such as [33] that perform an automatic acquisition
of nutritional habits based on Ambient Intelligence [34] techniques. The final goal of this project is
to support the nutritionist by providing an estimation of the nutritional habits of the user using
smart home technologies. The risk of abandon of healthy nutritional habits affects especially to old
people living alone responsible for its own nutrition. In this project was used of (1) user interaction
components (the elder interacts with the system with intuitive and easy to use methods based on the
use of touch screens) and (2) ambient acquisition context components (the system use existing sensors
in the market that are also low cost, for example, magnetic contacts in shelves, fridge, drawers; home
automation sensors to detect the use of home devices; flow-meter to detect when water is flowing
through faucet, etc.). Data acquired from this system helps to nutrition professionals for the nutritional
management much more effective.
There are also household appliances such as [35] or [36] that present an application for a smart
household appliance, in this case, a smart fridge, with multimedia capability. These devices are
designed for managing items stored in it and advising its users with cooking methods depending
on what kind of food is stored. It can also perform other functions such as dietary control, nutrition
monitoring, eating habit analysis, etc. This type of projects are interesting and helpful to monitoring
the foodstuff, but not who consumes these products.
3.5. IoT
From a Internet of Things (IoT) perspective, projects are being developed on measuring food
nutrition facts, through a pocket-size non-intrusive near-infrared (NIR) scanner [37] or [38]. With this
device are recorded NIR spectra reflected from foods and use them as features to predict nutrients,
for example energy and carbohydrate. Researchers use partial least square (PLS) regression and support
vector regression (SVR) for prediction. Although, with this device only able to infer percentages of
food nutrient contents. However, to better monitor food intake for health and wellbeing, it is crucial
that weight of the foods is accessible in order to calculate the exact nutritional content in foods [39].
Making use of other technology, a multi-sensor based on an ultrasonic sensor, an RGB color sensor,
and machine learning algorithms is presented [40]. The system only measures beverage volume and
detects beverage types. The device can be mounted on the lid of any drinking bottle. Also, the system
utilizes machine learning algorithms to calculate the volume and type of the liquid intake based on
the sensor readings from ultrasonic sensor and RGB module. The system can store the volume of the
liquid intake and the type continuously and in real-time. When the system detects pouring the liquid
into the bottle it starts measuring the liquid volume and detecting the liquid type. But this type of
solution cannot be used to detect the complete food intake.
Other implementations of IoT, such as Near Field Communication (NFC) tags, can provide solid
and reliable food traceability, for example [41] which proposes a system to improve and optimize food
traceability based on a real-time tracking and remote monitoring of the food package. The NFC tags
enable to identify a given food but it requires a NFC reader attached to the pc or another device.
3.6. Microcomputer
From a Microcomputer perspective, the systems based on microcomputers exists for a long time.
They have the general operating features and nutrient databases needed for food intake analysis. 8 of
this microcomputers are analyzed exhaustively in [42]. The different systems vary in cost, the number
of foods, nutrients in the database and ease of food entry. But the main difference, with the projects
analyzed above, is the low speed of analyzing the food intake and the complexity of learning and
using the microcomputers for the elderly. They also require the supervision and the management of
the assistant for the elderly. Other examples of this type of microcomputers are [43–45].
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As can be seen, all these projects are rather old and thus we will analyze but we do not take it into
consideration for this survey.
3.7. Others
There are other projects which do not fit in the preceding sections by their typology. Such as [46,47]
that describe a voice-based mobile nutrition monitoring system that devises speech processing, natural
language processing (NLP), and text mining techniques in a unified platform to facilitate the nutrition
monitoring. After converting the spoken data to text, nutrition-specific data are identified within the
text using an NLP-based approach. Furthermore, the information is combined with a tiered matching
algorithm to search the food name in a nutrition database and accurately compute different intake
values (for example type of feed or calories).
On the other hand, there are systems such as [48] that uses shopping receipts to generate
suggestions about healthier food items that could help to supplement missing nutrients. This system
consists of three major stages. First, receipts are scanned in and passed through an optical character
recognition (OCR) program. Second, data from this program is passed to a database system which
records historical information and also stores important nutritional information about foods and
nutrients. The third component of the system is an inferencing system that estimates what the user
eats on average per week and compares this to recommended nutrient consumption. But this system
can not perform a monitoring for each food intake.
4. Discussion
As can be seen in Figure 2, the issues where more works are in progress are in the detect food
(18 papers) and unsupervised (16 papers) categories. On the contrary, the issues that there is still work
to be done are without an intermediary (20 papers) and portable (15 papers) categories. Also, we can
say that the analyzed works, none of them meet with all of the features required for monitoring food
intake in an aging population in rural environments and with a low-density population.
Figure 2. Bar chart that represents the number of papers of each category.
Although the number of papers by itself is not representative of the relevance of a given issue,
it does show the interest of the scientist community in these works, as previously mentioned.
Once all works have been evaluated, we present them in Table 1 where every related work can be
seen if it is meeting (
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[? ] X X X X
[? ] X — X
Furth rmo e, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a upermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
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Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
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Furth rmo e, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a upermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
s pervisi n.288
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the obtained re ults. This means that the elder cannot make the food in ake monit ring without287
supervision.288
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As for the price of implementation of the system of every work, in he m jority of c s s, they are281
too exp nsive or y do no indica e the c st (can be dev loping prototypes).282
In r spect of the "unsupervised" fe ure, in many ca e , the sy tem n ds assistants or experts in283
order to run it, ei r by f r inse ing he data or for starti g the own system.284
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Furthermore, i the majority of cases, the ntermediat on of hird parties is needed, either285
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Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
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Computer
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— — X
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X —
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Home
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X
X X
X
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X
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Furtherm re, in the majority of cases, the ntermediat on of third parties is needed, either285
a supermark t, an exte nal Web s rv ce (Int rnet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained resul s. This mea s that the elder cannot make the food ntake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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Smartphone
[? ] X X
[? ] — — X X
[? ] X — — X
[? ] X X
Computer
Vision
[? ] — — X X
[? ] X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
Wearable
[? ] — X X
[? ] — X X
[? ] X — — X X X X
[? ] — — X X X X
[? ] X — X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X —
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Home
[? ] — X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X
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[? ] X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] — X X X
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Furthermor , i the majority of cases, the ntermediat on of hird parties is needed, either285
a super arket, n x er al W b service (Intern t connection i required) or expert that observe286
the obtained results. Th s means that the elder can ot make the food i take mon oring without287
supervision.288
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Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
[? ] X X
[? ] — — X X
[? ] X — — X
[? ] X X
Computer
Vision
[? ] — — X X
[? ] X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
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[? ] — X X
[? ] — X X
[? ] X — X X X X
[? ] X — — X X X X
[? ] X — X
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[? ] — X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X
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[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
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[? ] — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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order to run it, either by for ins rting da r for starting the ow ys em.284
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Type Ref rences Detect intak Det ct food Identify person-specific Low-co t U supervised Withou intermediary Portable
Smartphone
[? ] X X
[? ] — — X X
[? ] X — — X
[? ] X X
Computer
Vision
] — — X X
[ ] X X X X X
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] — X X
] X — — X X X X
] X — — X X X X
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] X — X X X
] X — X X X
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[? ] X X — X X
] X X — X X
] X — X
Further , in the major ty of cases, th intermediation f third parties is neede , either285
a supermarket, an ext rnal Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that obs rve286
the obtained results. This mea s th t the lder cann t make the f od intak monitori g without287
supervision.288
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— — X
X —
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X — — X X X
X — — X X X
X
— X
X X X
X
X —
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— X X
X
X
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X
X X
X X
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the ob ain d results. This mea s that the elder ca t make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
Ve sion Oct b r 12, 2018 subm tt d t E tro 8 of 9
As for th p ic f impl m nta i of the sy te of v ry work, i the majori y of cases, they are281
too x n ive r y o n t ind cat the co (can be v lopin rototype ).282
In r spec f th "unsu ervi ed" f ur , in man c s s, the system needs assistan s or xperts in283
orde un it, eith r by for ins rting the d ta or for sta ting th own system.284
Ta 1. C mparative table
Typ R ferences etec ntake Detect food Identify person specific Low-cost Unsuperv sed W thout intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X
X —
Comput r
Vision
—
X
Wearable
[ ]
[ ]
— —
— — X X
X
X X
—
Smart
Home
—
IoT
X
X
Microc mp. X
X
Others
X — X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furth r or , in the m jority of cases, th intermediation of third parties is n eded, either285
a sup rmarket, an xternal Web s rvic (In rnet conn ct on is equir d) or experts that observe286
the ob ai d results. This means that the eld r ca n t make e food intake monit ring without287
supervision.288
Version October 12, 2018 submitted to Entropy 8 of 9
A for the price of implementati n of the system of every work, in the majority of cases, they are281
too xpensiv or they do n t i di a e he co t (can be eveloping rotot pes).282
In respect of the "unsupervised" feature, i any cases, the system needs assistants or experts in283
order to run it, either by for inserting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X X
—
X —
X
Computer
Vision
—
X X
X X X
Wearable
— X
—
— — X X
X X
X
X X X
X X
X X
X X —
Smart
Home
— X X
X
X
IoT
X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Ot ers
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furth rmo e, i the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a upermarket, an exter al Web service (Internet connectio is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This eans that the elder cannot ake the food intake monitoring without287
s p rvision.288
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Version October 12, 2018 submitted to Entropy 8 of 9
As for the price of implementation f the system f every w rk, in the majority of cases, they re281
too expensive or they do not indicate the cost (can be developing prototypes).282
In respect of the "unsuperv sed" feature, in many cases, the system needs assistants or experts in283
orde to run it, either by for inserting the data or for starting the wn syste .284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X X
—
X —
Computer
Vision
— X X
X X
X X X
We able
X
— X
X
— — X X
X — X
X
X — X X
X X
X X
X X —
Smart
Home
— X X
X
X
IoT
X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X — X X X
Others
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connecti is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder cannot make the food intake monitori g without287
supervision.288
Version October 12, 2018 submitt to E tropy 8 of 9
As fo he pric of i pl m ntation of the y em o ev y w k, n h aj rity of cases, they are281
too exp nsiv or h y do n i dica e th co ( n b dev l i g ro y s).282
In resp ct of the "unsupervised f atu , in ny cases, t y tem ne ds assist nt or x rts in283
ord r to run it, either by fo inserting th data o for starting the own syste .284
Tabl 1. Com arative table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without inter ediary Portable
Smartphone
X
— — X
X —
Computer
Vision
— — X
X X X
X
Wearable
X — X X
X — — X X
X
— X
X X X
—
Smart
Home
— X X
X
IoT
X
X X
X
Microcomp. X
X
Others
X — X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
Version Oct ber 12, 2018 subm tted to Entrop 8 of 9
As o he pric of im lem ati of he ys of every work, i the m jori y of cases, y are81
t xp nsiv o hey o n t di th co t (ca b ev l ping ro ty es).282
In r sp ct f the "u sup vi f ature, in any cas s, the yst needs assista ts or x rts in283
ord r t n it, eit er by for ins rting t d ta or for starting the own system.284
Ta e 1. C m arative table
Type R ferences t t intake Detect food Identify person specific Low-cost Unsuperv sed W thout inter ediary Portable
Smartphone
—
X
X
Computer
Vision
—
X X
X X
Wearable
[ ] X X
[ ] X
— —
— — X
—
X
— X X
X
X
X —
Smart
Home
— X X
X
X
IoT
X
X
X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] X X X
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] X X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the m jority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is n eded, either285
a supermarket, an xternal Web service (I t rnet connect on is equired) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder cannot make he food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
Version October 12, 2018 submitted to Entropy 8 of 9
As for the price f i plementation f t e sys e of very work, in the majority of cases, they are281
too expensive or they do n t in icate the cost (can be developing prototypes).282
In respect of the "u supervised" feature, in many cases, the system needs assistants or experts in283
order to run it, eit r by for inserting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
[? ] X X
[? ] — — X X
[? ] X — X
[? ] X X
Computer
Vision
[? ] — X X
[? ] X X X X X
[? ] X X X
Wearable
[? ] — X X
[? ] — X X
[? ] X — — X X X X
[? ] X — — X X X X
[? ] X — X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X —
Smart
Home
[? ] — X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X X
IoT
[? ] X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] — X X X
[? ] — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
Ot ers
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, i the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a sup rmark t, an external Web servic (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obt i ed result . This means that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
Version October 12, 2018 submitted to Ent py 8 of 9
As for the p ic f implementatio of e yste o every wo k, in the m jority of ca es, they are281
t ex siv r y o n in ica h co t (can b d v l ping prototy e ).282
In r pect f th "unsupervi ed" f a ur , in many ca es, the sy tem ne ds assistants or experts in283
der to un it, e r by f r ins r ing the data r for starting the own syst m.284
Table 1. C mparative table
Type References Detect ntak Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X
— X X
X — — X
X
Comput r
Visi
—
X X X X
X X X
Wearable
— X X
— X X
X — X X X
X — — X X X
—
— X X
X X
X
X —
Smart
Home
— X X
X X
X X
IoT
X
X
X X
Mic ocomp.
[? ] — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] X X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furth rmor , in the m jority of cases, th intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a super arket, an xternal Web s rvice (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the ob ain d results. This mea s that the elder ca t make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
V sion October 12, 2018 submitted to E tropy 8 of 9
A for the p ic of implem ntati of the sys e f ev ry w rk, i the majori y of cases, they are281
t o xp n iv r h y o n t indicate the co (can be d v lopin rototype ).282
In r pec of th "unsupervi ed" f ur , in any c s s, the system needs assistants or experts in283
orde un it, eith r by for ins r ng the d ta or for sta ting th own system.284
Table 1. C mparative table
Typ R ferences etec ntake Detect food Identify person specific Low-cost Unsuperv sed W thout intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X
—
Comput r
Vision
—
X
Wearable
[ ]
[ ]
— —
— — X X
X
X X
X
—
Smart
Home
—
IoT
X
X
X X
Microcomp. X
X
Others
X — X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furth r or , in the m jority of cases, th intermediation of third parties is n eded, either285
a sup rmarket, an xternal Web s rvic (In rnet conn ct on is equir d) or experts that observe286
the ob ai d results. This means that the eld r ca n t make e food intake monit ring without287
supervision.288
Version October 12, 2018 submitted to Entropy 8 of 9
A for the price of implementati n of the system of ev ry work, in the majority of cases, they are281
to expensive or they do n t indicate the cost (can be developing prototypes).282
In respe t of the "un upervis " feature, in many cases, the system needs assistants or experts in283
order to run it, e ther by for inserting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect in ake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
[? ] X X
[? ] — X X
[? ] X — X
[? ] X X
Computer
Vision
[? ] — X X
[? ] X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
Wearable
[? ] X
[? ] — X X
[? ] X X X X X
[? ] X — — X X X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X —
Smart
Home
[? ] — X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X X
IoT
[? ] X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Ot ers
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X — X
Furth rmo , in the majo ity of case , the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a upermarket, an external Web service (Interne connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. T is eans that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
sup rvision.288
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As for the price of implementation of the system of every work, in the majority of cases, they are281
too expensive or they do not indicate the cost (ca be developi g prototypes).282
In respect of the "unsupervised" feature, in many cases, the system needs assistants or experts in283
order to run it, either by for inserting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
[? ] X X
[? ] — X X
[? ] X — X
] X
Computer
Vision
[? ] — X X
] X X X X
[? ] X X X X
We able
[? ] X
[? ] — X X
] X X X X X
[? ] X — — X X X X
[? ] X — X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X — X X
] X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X —
Smart
Home
[? ] — X X X X X
] X X X X
[? ] X
IoT
[? ] X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microco p.
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X — X X X
Ot ers
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connecti is required) or experts that observe286
the obtain d re ults. This means that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
Version October 12, 2018 submitt o Entropy 8 of 9
As fo he pric f i pl m nta on f th y em of ev ry w k, n h maj ity f cases, they are281
too expensiv or h y do n i dica e h co t ( n b ev l i g ro p s).282
In r spec of the "unsup rv s d" f atur , in any c s , t yst m ne d assistant or xperts in283
order to run it, eith r by fo inserting the data or for starting the w syste284
Tabl 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X
— — X
X —
Computer
Vision
— — X
X X X
X
Wearable
— X X
— — X X
X
— X
X X X
—
Smart
Home
— X X
X
IoT
X
X X
X X
Microcomp. X
X
Others
X — X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
Version Oct ber 12, 2018 subm tt d t Entr p 8 of 9
As or th pric of i pl m n atio of the yst of every w rk, i the m j ri y of cases, y are281
to exp siv o they o o di at h co t (ca b v l pi g r otype ).82
I r sp f the "u su ervi d" f tur , in a y ca s, t yst ne ds assistants r xp rts in283
order to un it, eit er by for ins rting t d ta or for starting th own syst m284
Ta e 1. Comparative table
Type R ferences t t intake Detect food Identify person specific Low-cost Unsuperv sed W thout intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X
—
X
X
Comput r
Vision
— X X
X X
X X X
Wearable
[ ] — X X
[ ] — X
— —
— — X X
— X
— X X
X
X X
X —
Smart
Home
— X X
X
X
IoT
X X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] X X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the m jority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is n eded, either285
a supermarket, an xternal Web service (I t rnet connect on is equired) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder cannot make he food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
Version October 12 2018 ubmi ted to Entropy 8 of 9
As for the price f i plementation of the sys em of very work, in the majority of cases, they are281
too expensive or they do n t in icate the cost (can be developing prototypes).282
In respect of the "u supervised" feature, in many cases, the system needs assistants or experts in283
order to run it, eit r by for inserting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
[? ] X X
[? ] — X X
[? ] — X
[? ] X X
Computer
Vision
[? ] — X X
[? ] X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
Wearable
[? ] X X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X X X X
[? ] X — — X X X X
[? ] X — X
[? ] X X
[? ] X — X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X —
Smart
Home
[? ] — X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X X
IoT
[? ] X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Ot ers
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, i the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a sup rmark t, an external Web servic (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obt i ed result . This eans that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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As for the price of implem ntation f the s stem of every work, in the majorit of cases, they are281
t expensive or they do ot indi te the cost (ca be developing prototypes).282
In respect of the "u superv sed" feature, in man cases, the system eeds assistants or experts in283
order to ru it, either by for inserting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References D tect intake Detect fo d Iden ify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X X
—
X — —
X
Computer
Vision
X
X X
X X X
We able
— X X
— X
X — —
— X X
X — X
X
X — X X
X
X X
X X —
Sma t
Home
— X X
X
X
IoT
X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microco p.
[? ] — X X X
[? ] — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
Ot ers
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cas s, the i termediation of third parties is needed, either285
a s perma ket, a ext rnal Web service (Inter et connection is require ) or experts that observe286
the obtained resul s. This means tha the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
supervi ion.288
V sion October 12, 2018 submitted to Entropy 8 of 9
A for he p ic of implem ntati of th sys e f e ry w rk, i the majority of cases, they are281
t o x n ive r h y o n t dicat th co (c be d v lopin rototype ).282
I r ct f th "u supervi ed" fe ur , in many c ses, the ystem e d assista ts or experts in283
orde un it, eith r by for ins rting the data or for sta ting th own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detec ntake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Sm tphone
X — —
Comput r
Vision
Wearable
—
—
— —
—
—
X
—
Smart
Home
—
X
IoT
X
X
Microcomp.
X
— X X
[? ] X X X
O hers
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furth r or , in the m jority of cases, th intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a sup rmarket, an external Web s rvic (In ernet conn ction is required) or experts that observe286
the ob ai d results. This means that the eld r ca n t make t e food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
V i n October 12, 2018 submitted to Entropy 8 of 9
A for the price of i plem ntati n of the system of ev ry work, in the majority of cases, they are281
to expensive or hey do n t indicate the c st (can be developing prototypes).282
In respe t of the "un upervis " fea ure, in many cases, the system needs assistants or experts in283
ord to run it, e the by for inserting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect in ake Detect fo d Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
[? ] X
[? ] — — X X
[? ] X — — X
[? ] X X
Computer
Vision
[? ] — X X
[? ] X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
Wearable
[? ] X X
[? ] — X X
[? ] X X X X X
[? ] X — — X X X X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X —
Smart
Home
[? ] — X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X X
IoT
[? ] X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Ot ers
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X — X
Furth rmo , in the majo ity of case , the int rmediation of ird parties is needed, either285
a upermark t, an external Web service (Interne connection is requir d) or experts that observe286
th obtained r sults. T is eans that the elder cann t ake the fo d intake monitoring without287
s p rvi i n.288
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As for the price of implementation of the system of every work, in the majority of cases, they are281
too expen ve or th y do not indicate the cost (ca b d velo i g pr t types).282
In respect of the "unsuperv sed" feature, in many cases, the system needs assistants or experts in283
order to run it, either by for inserting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X X
—
X — —
X
Computer
Vision
— X X
X X
X X X
Wearable
X X
— X
X
— — X X
X — X
X
X — X X
X X
X X
X X —
Smart
Home
— X X
X
X
IoT
X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microco p.
[? ] — X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X — X X X
Ot ers
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtain d re ults. This means that the elder cannot ake the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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As fo he pric f impl m nta on th y m of v y w k, n h aj ity f ca s, they ar281
too exp nsiv or h do n i dica h o ( b d v l i g ro yp s).282
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order to run it, eith r by fo inserting the data or for starting the ow syste284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X
— — X
X —
Computer
Vision
— — X
X X X
X
Wearable
— — X X
— — X X
X
— X
X X X
X
—
Smart
Home
— X X
X
IoT
X
X X
X
Microcomp. X
X
Others
X — X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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As for the price of implementation of the system of every work, in the majority of cases, t ey are281
too exp nsive or th do ot indicate the cost (can b devel ping r totypes).282
In respect of the "unsupervised" feature, in many cases, the sys em eeds assistants or experts in283
order to run it, either by for inserting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type Refer ces Detect intake Detect food Identify person-sp cific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X X
—
X —
X
Computer
Vision
— X X
X X
X X X
Wearable
— X
— X
X — —
— — X X
X — X
X
X — X X
X X
X X
X X —
Smart
Home
— X X
X
X
IoT
X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microco p.
[? ] — X X X
[? ] — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the major ty of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a sup market, an xter al Web service (Internet co nection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained r sults. This eans that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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As f he price o impl e ta ion f th y em f v w rk, in majori y of cases, they are281
to xp s v r th y d n t i d ca th c st ( b d v lopi g pr t types).282
In sp t f th "unsupe vise " featu , i a y cas s, e syst m n eds s istants or experts in283
o de to run it, either by f r ins rting th d a or for starting the own syste .284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Iden ify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
— —
X
Comput r
Visi n X
Wearable
— X
— X
— — X
— — X
X
X X
X X
—
Smart
Home
—
X
X
IoT
X
X
M ocomp. X X
[? ] X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furtherm re, in the majority of cases, the intermediatio of third pa ties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web s rvice (Internet connection i required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This mea s that the lder ca not make he food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
V sion October 12, 2018 submit ed o En ropy 8 of 9
As for the price of i plem ntati n of the system of every work, in the majority of cases, they are281
to xpensiv or h y do n t ndi a the c st (can b developing pr tot pes).282
In respect of the "unsupervised" feature, in many cases, the system needs assistants or experts in283
ord to ru it, eithe by for inserting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Typ References D tect intake Detect fo d Iden ify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X X
X —
Computer
Vision
— X
X X
X X X
Wearable
X
X
X —
— X
X — X
X
X — X X
X X
X X
X X —
Sma t
Home
— X X
X
X
IoT
X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microco p.
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Ot ers
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cas s, the int rmediation of ird parties is needed, either285
a s permark t, a ext rnal Web servic (Internet connection is requir ) or experts that observe286
th obtained r sul s. This eans tha the elder cannot make the fo d intake monitoring without287
supervi ion.288
Version Octobe 12, 2018 submitted to Entropy 8 of 9
As f ric f i pl m n ati f th syst m of v y work, th majority of cas s, they re281
t expe r th y d ot i dicat h os (can be dev loping prot types).282
I res ec f the "u superv s " fea ur , i any cases, the sys em needs s istan s or experts in283
rd r o run it, t r f r i s ng h ta r for a ting the own s te .284
Table 1. Comp r ive table
Type Refere ces Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartpho e
[? ] X X
[? ] — — X X
[? ] X — —
[? ] X X
Computer
Vision
[? ] — — X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X
Wearable
[? ] X
[? ] X
[? ] X — X X
[? ] — X X X
[? ] X —
[? ] X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X
[? ] X X —
Smart
Home
[? ] — X X X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X X
IoT
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X
Microc mp.
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] X — X
[? ] X — X X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X —
[? ] X —
Furt re, in the majority of cases, he nterm di tion of third par i s is n ede , ither285
a super arket, an external W b service (Internet connection is r quired) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. Thi means that the elder cannot mak the food intake m nito ing without287
s pervision.288
V i n October 12, 2018 submitted to Entropy 8 of 9
A for the price of i plem ntati n of the system of every work, in the majority of cases, they are281
too xpensive or h y do n t indi a e he c st (can b eveloping r tot pes).282
In respect of the "un upervi ed" fea ure, in any cases, the system needs assistants or experts in283
ord o run it, eithe by for inserting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type Reference Detect intake Detect fo Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
[? ] X X
[? ] — X X
[? ] X — — X
[? ] X X
Computer
Vision
[? ] — X X
[? ] X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
Wearable
[? ] X X
[? ] — X X
[? ] X X X X X
[? ] X — — X X X X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X —
Smart
Home
[? ] — X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X X
IoT
[? ] X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Ot ers
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X — X
Furth rmo e, in the majority of cases, the int rmediation of ird parties is needed, either285
a upermarket, an exter al Web service (Internet connectio is requir d) or experts that observe286
th obtained r sults. This eans that the elder cann t make the fo d intake monitoring without287
s p rvi i n.288
Smart Home
[33]
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As for the price f impl m tati n f t e system f ev ry w rk, i the maj r ty f cases, h y ar281
too expensive or they do not i dicate he cost (can b evelopi g proto s).282
In respect f he "unsupervi e " feature, i many cas s, the syst eeds ista s o x ts i283
order to run it, either by for ins rti g he data or f r star ing the ow syste .284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect intak D tect food Identify person-specific Low-cost U s p rvis d Wi h ut intermediary Portable
Smartphone
[? ] X
[? ] — — X X
[? ] X — —
[? ] X X
Computer
Vision
[? ] — — X X
[? ] X X X X X
[? ] X X X
Wearable
[? ] — X X
[? ] — X X
[? ] X — — X X X
[? ] X — — X X X
[? ] —
[? ] X
[? ] — X X
[? ] X X
[? ] X
[? ] X
Smart
Home
[? ] — X X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
IoT
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is neede , either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is requ r ) or experts that ob e ve286
the obtained results. This mea s that the elder cannot make th f od intak monitori g wit out287
supervision.288
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As for the price of impleme tation of the system f every work, i the majority of cases, they are281
too expensive or th y do not indi ate the cost ( an b dev lo ing ro oty s).282
In respect of the "unsupervised" feature, in many cases, the system needs assistants or experts in283
order to run it, either by for inserting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Compar tive table
Type References Detect intake Det ct food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
[? ] X X
[? ] — X
[? ] X — —
[? ] X
Computer
Vision
[? ] — — X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X
Wearable
[? ] — X X
[? ] — X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X — — X X X X
[? ] X
[? ] X
[? ] X — X X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X —
Smart
Home
[? ] — X X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X X
IoT
[? ] X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] — X X X
[? ] — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This ean that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
Ve si n Oct ber 12, 018 subm tted t Entrop 8 of 9
As th pric of i pl m tat of h yst of ev r w k, the m jo it f cases, y are81
too xpe siv h y o n dica e th o t ( be dev l ping rototy s).282
I r p ct f the "unsu vised" featur , i a y cas s, t yst ne d assist nts r x rts i283
order to run it, eit er by for ins rting t data or for starting the own system284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Sm tphone
X
Computer
Vision
[ ] — —
Wearable
[ ]
[ ]
[ ] —
— — X
X
X —
Smart
Home
—
IoT
X
X X
X X
Microcomp. X
X
O hers
X — X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
Versi n October 12, 2018 submi t En ropy 8 of 9
As f he ric o impl m ta io f the y em f v y work, in he m jority of c ses, they are281
too xpe si r h y do not i dica cost (c b d vel pi g p totypes).282
In r sp ct f th "unsupe vise " featu , i m y ca s, yst n d ssi tan or experts in283
orde to run it, ei her by f r ins rting th d a or for starting th own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type Refere ces Detect intake D tect food Identify pers n-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without inte mediary Portable
Smartphone
X
—
Comput r
Vision
—
X
X X
Wearable
[ ] — X
[ ] — X
X — —
— — X
X
X
X X
X
X
—
Smart
Home
—
X
IoT
X
X X
Microcomp.
[? ] X X X
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in he majority of cas s, the intermediation of third parti s is ne ded, either285
a supermarket, an external Web s vice (I ternet conn ctio is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained re ults. This means that the elder cannot make the food in ake monit ring without287
supervision.288
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As h p ic f i plementatio f e ys e o very wo k, in he m jority of c s, they are281
oo ex s v or y d n i ca t st ( a be d vel pi g totypes).282
In respect f "unsup rv ed" fe r , in many ca s, t tem n d s istant or experts in283
rde to un it, e r by f r inse ing he data or for starti g the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type R f rences Detect intak Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X
—
X —
Computer
Visi n
— — X
Wearable
[ ]
[ ]
—
— — X X
— X
X X
—
Smart
Home
—
IoT
X
X X
X
Microcomp. X
X
Others
X — X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
supermark t, n xternal Web service (I ternet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained re ults. This mea s that the elder can ot make the food i take monitoring without287
supervision.288
V s on Octobe 12, 2018 submit ed o E t op 8 of 9
A f r he pric of i plem ntatio of h sys e f ev r w rk, i majori y of cases, they are281
to x n i e or y o not indicat th co (can be veloping prototy s).282
I r c f "u supervi ed" f tur , in a y c s , t ystem ds assista ts or experts in283
orde o un t, eith r by for ins rting the d ta or for starting the own system.284
Ta 1. Comparative table
Type R f rences etect ntake Det t food Identify per on specific Lo -cost Unsuperv sed W thout intermediary Portable
Sm tphone
—
Computer
Vision
[ ] —
Wearable
[ ]
[ ]
[ ] — —
— —
X
X —
Smart
Home
—
IoT
X
X X
X
Microcomp. X
X
Others
X — X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furth rm r , in the m jority of cases, th ntermediat on of third parties is n eded, either285
a supermarket, an xternal Web s rv ce (Int rnet connect on is equir d) or experts that observe286
the ob ain d resul s. This mea s that the eld r ca n t make e food ntake monit ring without287
supervision.288
V rsio Oct ber 12 2018 submitted o En ropy 8 of 9
A f pric f im l tation of the y em f ev ry work, in he m jority of cases, they are281
too x e s ve y o n in ca e the cos (can be developi g prototypes).282
I r sp ct f e "unsup rvis " f ur , in man ca es, the sys m n ds assistants or experts in283
orde to run i , i by f inser ing the da or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type Ref r nces Detec ntak Det ct food Identify p son-specific Low-cost Unsup vised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X
—
— —
Comput r
Vision
—
X X
X X
Wearable
[ ] — X X
[ ] — X
X — —
— — X X
X —
X
X — X X
X X
X
X —
Smart
Home
— X
X
IoT
X X
Microcomp.
[? ] — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] — X X X
Oth rs
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, i the majority of cases, the ntermediat on of hird parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, n xter al W b service (I tern connection i required) or expert that observe286
the obtained results. T is means that the elder can ot make the food i take mon oring without287
supervision.288
35]
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As fo he pric of im l m ntati n f he y m of very rk, in h majority f case , they ar281
too expensiv r th y do n indica e he cos (can b d vel i g rot t s).282
In res ct of the "u supervised" feature, in man c s s, th st m n ds assista ts xperts in283
orde to run it, either by for inserting the data o fo starting he wn sys m.284
Tabl 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X
—
X —
X
Computer
Vision
—
X X
X
Wearable
[ ] — X X
[ ] X
— —
— X
—
— X
X
X —
Smart
Home
— X X
X
X
IoT
X
X
X X
Microcomp.
[? ] — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] — X X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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As for the price of impleme tation of the system f every work, i the majority of cases, they are281
too expensive or they do not indicate the cost ( an be developing prototy s).282
In respect of the "u supervised" feature, in many cases, the system needs assistants or experts in283
order to run it, either by for inserting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X X
— — X
X
Computer
Vision
— — X X
X X X
X X
Wearable
X
— X
X
— — X X
X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X —
Smart
Home
[? ] — X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X
IoT
[? ] X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Others
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This ean that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
Ve si n October 12, 2018 subm tt t E tr p 8 of 9
As r h pric of imple tat o of th yst of every work, the majo ity f cases, th y are281
to xpe ive r h y d n ica he o t ( b d v l ping ro o y ).282
I p ct f th "unsu ervised" featur , in a y cas , t st m ne ds assist t r ex rts in283
orde to un it, eit er by for in rting t data or for starting the own syst m.284
Table 1. Com arative table
Type References D tect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without inter ediary Portable
Sm tphone
—
X
Computer
Vision
[ ] — —
X
X
Wearable
[ ]
[ ]
[ ] —
— — X X
X
X
X —
Smart
Home
—
X
X
IoT
X
X X
X X
Microcomp. X
X
O hers
X — X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediatio of third pa ties is needed, either285
a supermark t, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means th t the lder ca not make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
Versi n October 12, 2018 submi ted Entropy 8 of 9
As f the rice implementa o f the y em f very work, in the m jority of c ses, they are281
oo xp nsiv r hey do n t dica h cost (c n b d vel ping p tot p s).282
In r p ct f th "un upervi e " feat r , i ma y ca s, th sy t n eds assistan or experts in283
orde to un it, ei her by f r ins rting h data or for starting h own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Typ Refere c s Det t intake D tect food Identify pers n-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without inte mediary Portable
Smartphone
—
Comput r
Vision
—
Wearable
[ ] — X
[ ] — X
— —
— —
X
X
X
—
Smart
Home
—
X
IoT
X
X
Microcomp. — X X
[? ] X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in h maj rity of cas s, he intermediation of third parti s is ne ded, either285
a supermark t, an external Web s vice (I ternet conn cti n is r quired) or experts that observe286
the obtained r ults. This means that the elder cannot make the food in ake monit ring without287
supervision.288
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As for th price of implem t tion f the y tem f every w rk, i the majority of cases, they are281
too expensiv or t ey do not ndica the cost (can be developing pr totypes).282
In respect of t e "unsupervised" f ature, i many cases, the system needs assistants or experts in283
orde to un it, either by for ins ting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type Ref ren es Detect intake Detect food Ident fy person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
[? ] X X
[? ] — X X
[? ] X — X
[? ] X X
Computer
Vision
[? ] — X X
[? ] X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
We able
[? ] — X
[? ] — X X
[? ] X — X X X X
[? ] X — X X X X
[? ] X — X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X —
Smart
Home
[? ] — X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X X
IoT
[? ] X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furth ore, n the majority of ca es, t intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an exte nal Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This mea s that the elder cann t make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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As for the rice of mpleme ta ion f the system f ev ry w rk, in t e majority of cases, they are281
to expensive or they do not i dicat th cost (can be eveloping prototypes).282
In respect of he "unsupervised" f a ure, i many cases, the ystem needs assista ts or experts in283
orde t run it, either by for inserting the data or f r starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Typ Ref rences Detect in ak D t ct food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervis Withou int rmediary Portable
Smartphone
[? ]
[? ] — X
[? ] X — X
[? ] X
Computer
Vision
[? ] —
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X X
Wearable
[? ] X
[? ] X X
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] X —
[? ] X X
[? ] X — X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X
Smart
Home
[? ] — X X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X X
IoT
[? ] X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] — X X
[? ] — X X
[? ] X — X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cas s, he interme iation of third parti s is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external W b service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the ob ained r sults. This ea s that the eld r cann t make the food take m nitoring without287
supervision.288
V rsio Oct b r 12 2018 sub itted o En r py 8 of 9
A f p c im l me t tion of the ys em f ev ry work, in the majority of cases, they are281
too x s ve o th y o n ind ca e the co t (can be dev lopi g rototypes).282
I r sp ct f the "unsupe vise " f atur , in an cas s, the syst m needs assistants or experts in283
orde to un i , eithe by for ins rting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type R f r nces Detec ake Detect f od Identify p son-specific Low-cost Unsup rvised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X
—
— —
Comput r
Vision
—
X
X X
Wearable
[ ] — X X
[ ] — X
— —
— — X X
X —
X
X — X X
X X
X
—
Smart
Home
— X
X
IoT X
X X
Microcomp.
[? ] — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] — X X X
Oth rs
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermor , i the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a super arket, an x er al W b service (Intern connection i required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. T s means that the elder can ot make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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As fo he price of im lementati n of e ys m of v ry work, n th majority f c e , they ar281
too ex siv or h y d n ndica he cos ( n b d v l i g ro s).282
In res ect of the "u su rvised" feature, in many cas , the syst m n eds assistants or exp rts in283
order to un it, eit er by for inserting the data or for starting he wn sys em.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X
— — X
X —
X
Comput r
Vision
—
X X X X
X X
Wearable
— X X
X X
— — X X X
— X X
—
— X X
X X
X
X —
Smart
Home
— X X
X X
X X
IoT
X
X
X X
Microcomp.
[? ] — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] — X X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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As for the price of impleme tation of the system f every work, in the majority of cases, they are281
too exp nsive or they do not indic te the cost ( an be developi g prot ty s).282
In respect of the "u supervised" feature, in many cases, the system eeds assistants or ex erts in283
order to run it, either by for inserting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
— — X
X
Computer
Vision
— — X X
X X
X X
Wearable
X
— X
X
— — X X
X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X —
Smart
Home
[? ] — X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X
IoT
[? ] X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] — X X X
[? ] — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
Others
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is eeded, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This eans that the elder cannot ake the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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As or he pric of impl ntation f th of every work, in he majority of ca es, they are281
t xp s v h y d n n i a h o ( b d v l g y ).282
I r p t f th "unsu ervi ed" featur , in a y ca , t syst m ne ds assistants r experts in283
orde to run it, either by for in rting t data or for starting th own syst284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References D tect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
—
X
X X
Computer
Vision
— X X
X
Wearable
— X X
X
— X X
— — X X
—
X —
X
X X
X —
Smart
Home
— X X
X
X X
IoT
X X
X X
X
Microcomp.
X
— X X
[? ] X X X
O hers
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediatio of third pa ties is needed, either285
a supermark t, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means th t the lder ca not make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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As f the rice impl menta on of th ys em f very work, the jo i y f c ses, they are281
to xp iv r h y d t dica h c st (c b v l g p typ ).282
In r sp f the "unsupervised" feat r , in ma y ca s, th sy te need as istan or experts in283
order to un it, either by for ins rting he d a or for starting h own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Typ Refere c s Det t intake D tect food Identify pers n-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without inte mediary Portable
Smartphone
X
—
Comput r
Vision
X
Wearable
— —
— — X X
X
X
—
Smart
Home
—
IoT
X
M ocomp.
—
X
X
Others
X — X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in h maj rity of cas s, he intermediation of third parti s is ne ded, either285
a supermark t, an external Web s vice (I ternet conn cti n is r quired) or experts that observe286
the obtained r ults. This means that the elder cannot make the food in ake monit ring without287
supervision.288
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As for th price of implem nt tion of the y tem of every work, in the majority of cases, they are281
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Smartphone
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—
— —
Computer
Vision
— X X
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— X
—
— —
— — X
X
X
X — X X
X X
X
X X —
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Home
— X X
X
X
IoT
X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
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X
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X — X
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Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
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Furt r ore, in he majority of as s, t interm diati n of t ird pa ti s is nee ed, either5
a supermarket, an external Web s vic (I ternet connection is equir d) or experts that observe6
the obta n d results. This means th t the lder cannot ake th food intake monitoring without7
sup rvision.288
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As for he pric f i l m nt tion of th y m o every wo k, in h majority f ca es, they are281
t exp nsiv r t y d t indicat h cost (ca b d v l ping pr t ty e ).282
I r e t f "unsup rvi d" fe ture, in many cases, t yste ne ds assistants or exp rts in283
rde t un i , eit r by for inserting the data or for starting th own syst m.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type Ref rences Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Sm tphone
?
[ ]
[ ] — —
[ ]
Co puter
Visi n
[ ] — —
[ ]
[ ]
Wearable
[ ]
[ ] —
[ ] —
—
X X
X —
Smart
Home
— X
X
X
IoT
X X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] — X X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furth ore, n the majority of ca es, th intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (In ernet conn ction is required) or experts that observe286
the obtai ed results. This means that the elder cann t make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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A or the ic of i pl m nta io of the sy f ev ry w rk, i he majori y of cases, they are281
t x iv or y n t ind cat the co (can be d v lopin rototype ).282
I r pec f th "u u ervi ed" f tu , i man c s s, the ystem needs assistan s or xperts in283
o de to run it, eith r by for ins rting the d ta or for sta ting th own system.284
Ta 1. Comparative table
Type R ferences etect intake Detec food Identify person specific Low-cost Unsuperv sed W thout intermediary Portable
Sm tphone
?
[ ]
[ ] — —
[ ]
Co put r
Vision
[ ] — —
[ ]
[ ]
W ar ble
[ ] —
[ ] —
[ ] — —
— —
X
X —
Smart
Home
—
X
X
IoT
X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X
Microc mp.
[? ] X X X
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] — X X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the m jority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is n eded, either285
a supermark t, an xte nal Web service (Int rnet connect on is equir d) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder cannot make he food intake monit ring without287
supervision.288
Ve sion October 12 2018 ubmit o E tropy 8 of 9
As f pr ce i pl m nt tion of e y em of every work, in he m jority of cases, they are281
o ex ensiv r y o indica e he cost ( n be dev l ping pro ypes).282
I p ct of e "unsup rvi d" f a ur , in many ca s, t sy tem ne ds assistants or experts in283
orde to run it, ei r by f inse ing he da or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type R ferences Detec ak Det ct f od Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupe vised Without intermediary Portable
Sm tphone
—
—
Co puter
Vision
[ ] — —
Wearable
[ ]
— —
— —
X
X —
Smart
Home
— X
IoT X
X
Mic ocomp. X
X
Others
X — X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
F rthermor , in the majority of cases, the ntermediat on of hird parties is needed, either285
a super arket, n x ernal W b service (Internet connection is required) or expert that observe286
the obtained results. Th s means that the elder can ot make the food i take mon oring without287
supervision.288
Others
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As f he price f impl m n at on f he y e of ev ry work, in he majorit f cases, th y a281
too expensiv or they do n indica e t e cost ( be v l ing r t t p s).282
In re pect of the "unsupervised" f ature, in ma cases, th s stem eds assist ts r ex ert in283
orde to run it, either by fo inserting the data or fo starting he own syst .284
Tabl 1. Compara iv t
Type References Detect intak Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
— —
X —
Co puter
Vision
— — X
X
Wearable
— X X
— — X
—
X
—
Smart
Home
— X X
IoT
X
X X
Microcomp. X
X
Others
X — X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder can ot make the food i take monitoring without287
supervision.288
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As for the price of implementation of the syst m of every work, in the majority of cases, they ar281
too expensive or th y do not indicate the cost (c n b develo ing pr oty s).282
In respect of the "unsupervised" feature, in many cases, the system needs assistants or ex erts in283
orde to run it, either by for inserting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Compar tive table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
X
— —
Computer
Vision
— — X
X X
X X X
We able
[ ] X X
[ ] — X
X
— — X X
— X
— X X
X X
X X
X X —
Smart
Home
— X X
X
X
IoT
X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microco p.
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X — X X X
Others
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder cannot make th food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
Version October 12, 018 submitted t Entropy 8 of 9
As fo e price of impl ntatio of the ys m of every wo k, i the m jority of case , y are281
to xpe siv he do t di t co t (ca b dev l pi g pr ty ).282
I re pect f th "u su ervi " feature, i any case , the ste ne ds assist ts r x rts i283
orde to un it, eit er by f r in rting th data or for starting th own system284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References D tect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without inter ediary Portable
Smartphone
? —
?
Computer
Vision
?
?
?
Wearable
[? ]
[? ]
[? ] — —
[ ] — —
[ ] X
[ ]
X
X
—
Smart
Home
—
X
X
IoT
X
X
X
Microcomp.
X
— X X
[? ] — X X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediatio of third pa ties is eeded, either285
a supermark t, an external Web service (Internet connectio is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means th t the lder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
Versi October 12, 2018 submitted to Entropy 8 of 9
As f r the i f imp em nt i n of the yste f very w rk, i th ajor ty of c s s, th y ar1
oo xp n ive or y d n indica e e co t (can b ev loping rototypes).2
In r spect of the "u supervi d" atu , n a s s, h system n s a sis ants or expe ts i3
rder to ru i , either by for nserting the data f r starting the own system.284
Tabl 1. Co a tive table
Type Reference D t ct intake Detec f od Ide tify perso -specific Low-cost Unsup v s d Without intermediary Portable
Sm rtphon
— X
— X
Computer
Vision
— — X
X X
Wearable
—
— X
— — X
—
[? ] X
[ ] X X
[ X X X
[ X
X —
Sm rt
Ho e
[ — X X
[ X X X
[? ] X X X X
IoT
[? ] X X X
[? X X X
[? ] X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] X — X X
[? ] X — X X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? X — X
Furth rmore, in he majority of as s, t interm diation of third pa ti s is nee e , either5
a supermarket, an external W b s vice (Internet connecti n is require ) or ex erts that observe6
the bta n d results. This means t t the lder can ot ake th food intake monitoring wit out7
supervision.288
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As for th price of implem nt tion of the y tem of every work, in the majority of cases, they are281
too xp nsiv or th y do not indi ate the cost (ca b eveloping r totypes).282
In respect of the "u supervised" feature, in any cases, the s stem needs assistants r experts in283
orde to un it, either by for ins ting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type Ref ren es Detect intake Detect food Ident fy person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
[ ]
— —
—
X
Co puter
Vision
—
X X
We able
—
—
— —
— — X
X
X
[? ] — X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X —
Smart
Home
[? ] — X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X X
IoT
[? ] X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microco p.
[? ] — X X X
[? ] — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
Oth rs
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furth ore, n the majority of ca es, th intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an exte nal Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This ea s that the elder cann t make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
Ve sion Oct ber 12, 2018 submitted to E tro 8 of 9
A fo he p ic of implem ntati of the ys e f ev r w rk, i the majority of cases, they are281
t x iv or h n t ind cat th co (c be d v lopin rototype ).282
I re ect f th "un upervi ed" f tu , i many c s s, system eeds assista ts or experts in283
o de o un it, eith r by for ins rting the data or for sta ting th own system.284
Ta 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect ntake Detec food Identify person-specific Lo -cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Sm tphone
?
—
Co puter
Vision
? —
Wearable
?
?
? — —
[ ] — —
[ ]
[ ]
—
Smart
Home
—
IoT
X
X
Mic oc mp. X
X
Others
X — X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furth rmor , in the m jority of cases, th intermediatio of third parties is needed, either285
a supermark t, an exte nal Web s rvice (Int rnet connectio is required) or experts that observe286
the ob ain d results. This means that the eld r ca n t make t e food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
Ve sion October 12, 2018 submit to E r py 8 of 9
As fo e p ce impl m nt tion of th y em of ev ry work, in he majority of cases, they are281
x s v r th y i d ca e he c st ( n be dev l pi g prot typ s).282
I e pect of the "unsupervise " fe tur , in many cas s, th system needs assistants or experts in283
orde to run it, ei h r by for inse ting he da or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type R fer nces Detec ake Det ct f od Identify p son-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
?
? —
—
Co puter
Vision
? —
X
Wearable
?
?
[ ] X — —
[ ] — —
[ ]
X
X
—
Smart
Home
—
IoT
X X
Mic ocomp. X
X
Others
X — X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
F rthermor , in the majority of cases, the ntermediat on of hird parties is needed, either285
a super arket, n x ernal W b service (I terne connection is required) or expert that observe286
the obtained results. T s means that the elder cannot make the food i take mon oring without287
supervision.288
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As fo e price f impl m ntat on f he y of every work, in he ajority of cases, th y r281
t o expensiv or th y do n indica e th co t ( be v l i g r t t s).282
In re pect of the "u su ervised" f ature, in ma cases, th sy tem n eds ssist s r ex rt in283
orde to run it, either by fo inserting the data o fo starting he own syst .284
Tabl 1. Comparativ t
Type References Detect intak Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
?
? —
—
Computer
Vision
? —
Wearable
?
?
[ ] —
[ ] — —
[ ]
X
—
Smart
Home
—
IoT
X
X
Microcomp. X
X
Others
X — X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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As for the price of implementation of the syst m of every w rk, in the majority of cases, they are281
too expensive or they do not indicate the cost (c n be dev lo ing pro typ s).282
In respect of the "unsupervised" feature, in many cases, the system eeds assistants or experts in283
orde to run it, either by for inserting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
—
Computer
Vision X X
X X X
We able
[ ] X
[ ] —
— — X X
X — X
X
— X X
X X
X X
X X —
Smart
Home
— X X
X
X
IoT
X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microco p.
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X — X X X
Others
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is eeded, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This mean that the elder cannot make th food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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As f e price of impl ntatio of he ystem of ev ry w rk, i the m jority of cases, y are281
to xp nsiv th y d n di th o t ( a b d v l pi g oty ).282
I re pect f th "u su rvi feature, in any case , th ste ne ds assist nts r xp rts in283
orde to un it, eit er by f r in rting th data or for starting th own syst m284
Ta e 1. Comparative table
Type Referenc s D tect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without inter ediary Portable
Smartphone
? —
?
Comput r
Vision
? —
?
?
Wearable
[? ] X
[? ]
[? ] — —
[ ] —
[ ]
[ ]
X
X
—
Smart
Home
—
X
X
IoT
X
X
X
Microcomp.
X
— X X
[? ] — X X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediatio of third pa ties is needed, either285
a supermark t, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means th t the lder ca not make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
Versi October 12, 2018 submitted to Entropy 8 of 9
As for th p i of i m nt i n of the y m f ver w rk, i h maj r y of c se , th y ar1
o xp n ive or y d no indicate e co t (can be dev loping prototypes).2
In r spect of the "u supervi d" f a u , in an c ses, h syste ne ds a sistants or xpe ts i3
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Type References D tect int ke Detec f od Ide tify person-s ecific Low-cost Unsup v s d Without intermediary Portable
Smartphon
[? X
[?
[? X — X
[? ] X
Computer
Vision
[? ] — X X
[? X X X
[? ] X X X
Wearable
[? ] X X
[? X X
[? X — — X X X
[? X — — X X
[? — X
[? X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? X X
[?
[? —
Sm rt
Home
[? ] — X X
[? X
[? ] X
IoT
[? ] X X
[? ] X X
[? ] X
Microcomp.
[? X
[? ] X
[? ] — X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X
[? X — X
Furt r or , i he majority of as s, th interm diatio of third pa ti s is ne ded, either5
a supermarket, an external W b s vice (Internet connecti n is required) or ex erts that observe6
the obta n d results. This means th t the lder cannot make th food intake monitoring without7
sup rvision.288
V sion October 12, 2018 submitted to Entropy 8 of 9
As for th price of implem nt tion of the y tem of every work, in the majority of cases, they are281
too exp nsiv or t y do t indi ate the cost (can b developing r totypes).282
In respect of t e "u supervised" f ature, in many cases, the system needs assistants or experts in283
orde to un it, either by for ins ting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type Ref ren es Detect intake Detect food Ident fy person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
—
— —
Co puter
Vision
— — X X
X
X X X
We able
[ ] X
[ ]
X
— — X X
X — X
X
X — X X
X X
X X
X X —
Smart
Home
— X X
X
X
IoT
X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microco p.
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Oth rs
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furth ore, n the majority of ca es, t intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an exte nal Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This ea s that the elder cann t make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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A fo t p ic of i pl m ntati of the sys e f v ry w rk, i the majority of cases, they are281
too x i e or y n t i d cat th o (c be d v lopin rototy ).282
In re ect f th "u up rvi ed" f tu , i many c s s, ystem e ds assista ts or experts in283
o de o un it, eith r by for ins rting the data or for sta ting th own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect ntake Detec food Identify person-specific Lo -cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
?
?
—
Comput r
Vision
? — — X
Wearable
?
[ ]
[ ] — —
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
X
—
Smart
Hom
—
IoT
X
X X
Microc mp. X
X
Others
X — X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furth rmor , in the m jority of cases, th intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermark t, an exte nal Web s rvice (Int rnet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the ob ain d results. This means that the eld r ca n t make t e food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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As fo he p ce impl m ntation of th y em of ev ry work, in he majority of cases, they are281
o xp s v th y i d ca e he c ( n be dev l pi g prototypes).282
I sp ct of e "unsup rvi e " fe tur , in many cas s, th sys e n eds assistants or experts in283
orde to run it, ei h r by for inse ting he da or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Comparative table
Type R fer nces Detec ake Det ct f od Identify p son-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
S artphone
?
? —
—
Co put r
Vision
? —
X
Wearable
?
?
[ ] — —
[ ] — — X
[ ]
X
X
—
Smart
H me
—
IoT
X X
Mic ocomp. X
X
Others
X — X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
F rthermor , in the majority of cases, the ntermediat on of hird parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, n x ernal W b service (Interne connection is required) or expert that observe286
the obtained results. T s means that the elder cannot make the food i take mon oring without287
supervision.288
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As fo e price f impl m ntat on f he y of v y work, in he ajority of cases, th y r281
too expensive or th y do n t indica e th co t ( be ev l pi g pr t ).282
In respect of the "u su ervised" f ature, in many cases, th s tem n eds ssist n s r ex rt in283
orde to run it, either by fo inserting the data o for sta ting he wn sys e .284
Table 1. Comparative tabl
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
[ ]
[ ] —
—
Comput r
Vision
? —
Wearable
?
[ ]
[ ] — X
[ ] — —
X
—
Smart
Home
—
IoT
X
X
Microcomp. X
X
Others
X — X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This means that the elder cannot make the food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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As for the price of implementation of the syst m of every work, in the majority of cases, they are281
too expensive or th y do not indi ate the cost (can b developing r totypes).282
In respect of the "unsupervised" feature, in many cases, the system eeds assistants or experts in283
order to run it, either by for inserting the data or for starting the own system.284
Table 1. Compar tive table
Type References Detect intake Det ct food Identify person-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
—
Computer
Visio X X
X X X
We able
[ ] X
[ ] —
— — X X
X — X
X
— X X
X X
X X
X X —
Smart
Home
— X X
X
X
IoT
X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microco p.
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X — X X X
Others
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the intermediation of third parties is eeded, either285
a supermarket, an external Web service (Internet connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtained results. This mean that the elder cannot make th food intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
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As f r t p ice of mpl m ntation of th sys m of e y wo k, i th m j rity o c s, h y are281
to expe o th y d not i icat th c t (can b vel pi g pro yp s).282
In r spec of h "unsup rvis d" feature, in any c ses, he sys m d as i ta t r ex rts in283
ord r to run t, either by for inserti g th d ta r or starting th ow syst m.284
Table 1. Compa a ive table
Type References Detect intake Detec food Identify p on-specific Low-c st Unsupervised Withou int rmediar Portable
Smartpho e
[? ]
[? ] — — X
[? ] X — X
[? ] X
Computer
Vision
[? ] — X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X
Wearable
[? ]
[? ] X
[? ] — X
[? ] — — X
[? ]
[? ] X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X
[? ] X —
S art
Home
[? ] — X X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X X
IoT
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X
Microco .
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] X — X X
[? ] X — X X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X — X
[? ] X — X
Furt ore, in the m jority of cas s, the in erme iatio of third parti s s ed , eithe285
a super arket, an ext rn l Web service (I terne connection is required) or experts that observe286
the obtain d results. This means that the eld cannot ake the fo d intake monitoring without287
supervision.288
Ver ion Octobe 12, 2018 submi te to Entropy 8 of 9
As for the price of im lem ntation of system of every work, in the majority of cases, they are281
oo exp nsive or the do t in cate the cost ( an b devel p g prototypes).282
I respect of the " supervis d" feature, in many c se , th system eeds assistants or experts in283
orde to run it, either by for i serting the da a or for starting the own system.284
Tabl 1. Comparative table
Type References Detect intake Detect food Identify p rson-specific Low-cost Unsupervised Without intermediary Portable
Smartphone
[? ]
[? ] X
[? ] —
[? ] X
Computer
Vision
[? ] — — X X
[? ] X X X X X
[? ] X X X
Wearable
[? ] — X
[? ] — X
[? ] X — — X X X X
[? ] X — X X X X
[? ] X — X
[? ] X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X —
Smart
Home
[? ] — X X X X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X X X
IoT
[? ] X X
[? ] X X X
[? ] X X X X
Microcomp.
[? ] — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
[? ] X — X X X
Others
[? ] X X — X X
[? ] X X X X
[? ] X — X
Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the ntermediation of third parties is needed, either285
a supermarket, an xter al Web service (Internet connec ion is r q ired) or experts that observe286
the obtained r sult . This me ns at the elder cannot make the f od intake onitoring without287
sup rvision.288
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As for th price of implem nt tion f the tem of every work, in the majorit of cases, they are281
t o xpensiv or t ey do t indi te the cost (ca be eveloping protot pes).282
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) because of they do
not indicate if the id ntification is carr ed out by th own syst m or by t assist nt. I so e works are
supp sed the person identifica ion ut do not m k it li ble nn r.
As fo the price of i ple e tatio of the yste of every w rk, i the maj ity of cas s, y r
too expensive o they do not ind ate t st (ca be v lopi g p o ty es).
In r spect of h “ nsupervised” f ature, i many cas s, th ystem eds s ista ts r s i
order to run t, ei r y for nserti g the data or f starti g th ow ste .
, in the maj rity of case , the intermediation f third parties is eeded, either
a s , an external Web servic (Int net con ecti n is requir d) or xp ts tha observe
the obtai res lts. This eans that the elder can ot mak the fo d intak onitori g wit out
supervision.
5. Conclusions
Among t va ious studied solutions, ga s ar identified in time t ai a pl y e t n a ural
environ ent. None of the solutions eet the es ablished equire en s. Ab u the studied options,
best match with o interests are:
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• Making use of wearable technology, the work of [23] or [27] are interesting because can detect
the food intake and identify the specific person, without supervision and without intermediaries.
However, these works cannot detect the food in particular and their prototypes have an expensive
cost.
• In the smart home category, the work [36] is very curious because making use of a usual appliance
such as the fridge. This device monitors the purchase and the food taken out itself but can detect
neither the intake moment nor identify the person. Neither, this solution is portable, which
complicates things.
• The best options are found in the smartphone category. The works of [18] or [19] have developed
a mobile application (App) that send a photo taken with the smartphone to external web service
and thereafter receive the data extracted from that photo. These solutions detect the intake and
the food without supervision, but they cannot identify the person who is eating. On the other
hand, the project [16] is another App, but on this occasion not make on-line processing, though the
insertion of data is carried out by the dietists and other health professionals (supervised manner
and with intermediaries).
Looking the studies analyzed in the different fields we can say that a complete solution do not
exist for monitoring food intake in an aging population in rural environments and with a low-density
population.And therefore, additional efforts are needed in the area.
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